Capturing Video on the iPad

THE CAMERA

First you will want to go into the camera app located on the home screen. Your screen will change to display what can be seen through the camera. By default, the iPad works with the **BACK FACING CAMERA**. This is the camera that faces out and away from you. On the iPad this camera is located on the bottom right corner when holding the iPad horizontally with the home button on the left.

LAYOUT
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The camera capture control panel will always be on the right no matter the iPad’s orientation. Located at the top right hand corner, you will see the CAMERA TOGGLE icon. If you are capturing video of yourself and want to see the framing as it records you, you can face the screen towards you and tap the camera toggle.

Going down from the camera toggle button, you will see a large circle. This is your CAPTURE or RECORD button. Tap here when you are ready to record or take a picture.

By default, your camera is set up to take pictures; below you will see a list of CAMERA MODES. To change modes tap on video, hold and slide your finger down from picture to video, you will notice that the capture button turns RED.

When you are finished capturing video you will tap the capture button again.

At the very bottom is the CAMERA ROLL. When you want to view previously shot footage tap here.

**VIDEO MODE**

When in VIDEO mode, if you want the camera to focus on a particular point, tap the screen ONCE on that area. You will see an orange square and the camera will adjust as needed.

To toggle the ASPECT RATIO between standard to widescreen, DOUBLE TAP the screen.
Finally, it’s important that when you are capturing video on the iPad that you are holding the iPad **HORIZONTALLY** with the home button on either the left or right side of the iPad.

**Avoid taking vertical video**, as this will give you black bars later when putting together your footage in a video editor.